BULK DEICING SOLUTIONS

SnowSlicer™
Bulk Pre-wet Enhanced Deicer
*Melts fast, lasts long*

We’re famous for our high-value SnowSlicer™ bulk pre-wet enhanced deicer. It contains a blend of naturally-occurring crystal and liquid ice-melt products, plus a unique purple coloring that makes it highly visible. The combination of a high-performance, liquid deicer and a blend of fine and coarse crystal ice melters using Central Salt’s “pre-wetting” technology results in a unique product that melts fast, lasts long and performs better.

Bulk Rock Salt

Rock salt is an industry standard for economically melting ice. For quick delivery, our bulk highway salt is mined and transported directly to our customers or stored at depots strategically located near snowbelt metropolitan markets.

LIQUID DEICING SOLUTIONS

Liquid deicers have gained popularity as a tool for winter maintenance. Central Salt has a liquid product solution to meet every need—including magnesium and calcium chloride based products and non-chloride liquids. Whether you use a liquid for direct application, stockpile treatment, or as an additive for salt brine, Central Salt can help specify the right product for your application.

**Calcium Chloride – 32%**

- Calcium Chloride and refined carbohydrate
  - C1000 - for direct application
  - C2000 - for stockpile treatment
  - C3000 - for brine additive
PACKAGED DEICING SOLUTIONS

Mega Melt™ Halite Crystals
Effective, Economical Ice Melter
This dried natural halite rock salt melts ice quickly and effectively. It’s the low cost, economical, commercial strength choice for the value conscious user. Uniform-sized crystals mean easy flow and spread application with no oily residue left behind.

MegaMelt™ ProSlicer®
Long Lasting Severe Weather Ice Melter
This vivid purple deicer is so visible and effective, less material and fewer applications are needed. An organic additive prevents ice from bonding and maintains deicing power longer. Safe on skin, sidewalks, leather, metal, plants and pets, when used as directed.

DOWFLAKE™ XTRA
With 10% more calcium chloride than conventional 77% assay flake products, DOWFLAKE™ XTRA is concentrated, so it works faster and you can apply less. Other uses include dust control, concrete curing and tire ballast.

Winter Heat™ Calcium Chloride Pellets
High performance calcium chloride pellet that generates heat and melts snow and ice. Produced and packaged in the USA.

Magnesium Chloride
Effective deicer at lower temperatures and offers environmental advantages compared to other deicers. It is safer for use around animals and humans.

DOWFLAKE is a trademark of The Dow Chemical Company
Winter Heat is a trademark of Scotwood Industries
Use all deicers as directed.